FUTURE EDUCATION

A millennial’s perspective
School Systems
today and tomorrow

**Today**

- Knowledge
- Self-realization (according to standardized models)
- Negative Freedom = Competition

**Tomorrow**

- Soft skills
- Self-understanding towards actual self-realization
- Social Freedom = Cooperation
SOFT SKILLS

- Communication skills and critical thinking
- Creativity
- Environmental Awareness
“We have come 5,000 miles to tell the UN and the world that you must change your ways. [...] I am fighting for my future. Losing my future is not like losing election, or few points on the stock market.”

-Greta Thunberg-

Severn Cullis-Suzuki
Severn Cullis-Suzuki at the Earth Summit in 1992
Communication and Critical thinking skills

• Social Media and Fake News

• Cultural competencies in communication (mandatory anthropology courses)
Creativity

• Art, sports, painting...

• Creative solutions

• Imagine new, mind-blowing possibilities
Environmental awareness

• Change the economic culture

• Money as a tool, not as an end in itself

• Spirit > Matter

• Environmental responsibility
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